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GERONTOLOGICAL NURSING, 3/e   is a comprehensive, research-based, and up-to-date guide to

nursing care for older adults in all settings. It brings together essential information about normal and

pathological changes associated with aging; healthy aging; common diseases of aging; and key

psychosocial, cultural, and public health issues. Reflecting today&#39;s emphasis on

evidence-based practice and appropriate delivery of scarce healthcare resources, this text presents

new best practices and QSEN standards throughout, promoting more effective assessment,

diagnosis, planning, and outcome evaluation. The text&#39;s multidisciplinary approaches help

nurses â€œadd life to years,â€• not just extend life. Its coverage of acute and chronic diseases

includes nursing implications, atypical presentation, functional implications, pharmacology,

evaluation, etiology, risk factors, and complications; the text also includes a full chapter on

multisystem diseases. This book supports safe, effective, and appropriate practice in the home,

hospitals, long-term care, and hospice settings.
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Bad textbook, contradicts itself multiple times, see other reviews for examples. Super redundant, I

wouldn't buy/rent it!

I agree with the other 1-star ratings. Pick a different book. Contradictions everywhere. This book



contradicts many nursing fundamental principles. The publisher exam questions the instructor used

where based on minor detail recall. Lots of information, lot of tables and charts, lot of contradictions.

Rationales completely contradict them selves from the 2nd edition chapter review questions for

online resources on basic fundamental teachings. Very disappointed in the textbook.

This is a required book for my LPN to RN transition class, and overall I feel like it is a great book. It

has a great layout, presents all information in a informative and non boring fashion, and has loads of

great information. I'm glad this was the required book for my class.

Love this book in the kindle addition. You can search key words. You also have less bulk laying

around the house. It is a well written book that covers the normal changes in aging. You can use it

on your kindle app on which ever tablet you use.

Works horribly with Windows8. Using the search tool for the book is frustrating because it'll take

minutes to search the text. Fliipping through pages is nearly impossible and loading time is

incredibly long. Wish I could get my money back.

Great deal.

This is exactly what I needed for my geriatric medsurg course. It's great to rent books.

The book was very used and it seemed like it has been in water and then dried! But that's okay at

least I can read
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